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I. INTRODUCTION 
First we will define a Clebsch-Gordan (C-G) coefficient briefly. Corre- 
sponding to the three-dimensional rotation group G = {g} where g is a 
element of G, consider the (unitary matrix) representation 9 = {d,} and 
Hilbert space R on which Q operates where d, is a representation of g. Then 
d, can be written in the form: 
where Hi, H,, H, are hermite matrices corresponding to the three independent 
infinitesimal rotations and [i, fa, & are the parameters defining rotation g 
such as Euler angles. While, all irreducible representations of G are defined 
by the nonnegative integer or positive half-integer j and we will write this 
representation LSj. In this case there are 2j + 1 normalized eigenfunctions 
q&ofH3(m=j,j- 1, ‘.., -j) and these eigenfunctions consist of the basic 
vectors in space Ri on which g’i operates. Now, consider the two irreducible 
representations 99, gjS and their basic vectors #j,, #j*m* in Rj and Rj., 
respectively. Then, the product of representations g3 x gjS gives again the 
representation of degree (2j + 1) (2j’ + 1) and operates on the space Rj x R3’ 
which is formed by all possible vectors ~jim~~~,~. By a well-known Clebsch- 
Gordan formula this representation decomposes to the sum of the following 
irreducible representations: 
and also the space Ri x R,. decomposes to the invariant subspaces: 
Rj X 4, = Rj+)* + Ri+,,-l + em* + RI,-,,,. 
Thus, the orthonormal basic vector tJJM in some space RJ C Rj x Rj 
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(J =j +j', j +j' - I, .. , lj -j’ I; JI = J, J - 1, ‘.., -1) may be 
written as a linear combination of I/J~,,&J,.,,, as follows: 
The coefficients C(ij’J; mm’fil) are called Clebsch-Gordan (also Wigner or 
vector-addition) coefficients. 
In physics, the C-G coefficient appear as the coupling coefficient of two 
angular momenta and from which more complicated coupling coefficients, the 
6-j symbol, 9-j symbol etc., are composed. Wigner [l] first discussed the C-G 
coefficients explicitly in the case of the vector addition of orbital angular 
momentum, and he derived their general expression. Subsequently, van der 
Waerden [2], Racah [3], and Rose [4] have obtained other expressions. On 
the other hand, Cartan [5] has given the spinor representation theory of 
n-dimensional rotation group, and by the aid of this theory we [6] have 
recently obtained a new expression of the C-G coefficient using the binomial 
coefficients. This expression seems more convenient for the practical evalua- 
tion of the C-G coefficients. 
Now we find that there can be many expressions for a C-G coefficient 
even if we restrict their form and there are some algebraic properties among 
these. Therefore we can choose a more convenient expression for the numer- 
ical evaluation and it will also be handy for proving the general properties 
of the C-G coefficients directly. These are the reasons why we are interested in 
the expressions of the C-G coefficients and in this article we would like to 
put forth our ideas about the systematical derivation of 168 different expres- 
sions. In this case, the Regge’s symmetry theory of the C-G coefficients [7] 
is useful. 
In physical notation, the quantities which appear in a C-G coefficient 
are the composite angular momentum quantum numbers ji, ja, their third 
components m,, m2, total quantum number j3, and its third component m,. 
Now we consider only a nonvanishing coefficient, i.e., ji + jz = j3 and 
m, + m2 = m3. Then, the C-G coefficient is written as, for example [6]: 
. . . 
j(h+ff--j,) (jl+~-j3)/~lj~~~JJ~ '1 (jlzJ1ml) 
x il -i2 +j3 
( I( 
-il +A +i3 
jl - ml - a j2 + m2 - 01 1 ’ 
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This expression is made up of two parts, a square-root factor and a summa- 
tion part each term of which is a product of three binomial coefficients. 
This expression is the starting point of our argument. 
For the more details of the representation theory concerning to the C-G 
coefficients, see refs. 8 and 9; and for the applications to the physics, see 
[9-121. 
II. FUNDAMENTAL IDENTITIES IN BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS 
In this section we prepare the fundamental identities of binomial coeffi- 
cients for later use. We suppose that the numbers which appear in this paper 
are all nonnegative integers, and the definition of a binomial coefficient is 
0 I 
a!/b!(a - b)! 
; =o 
a>b 
a < b. 
where O! = 1. It is clear that 
From (2) and (3) we obtain the useful relations: 
and 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
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Moreover we have the addition formulas which facilitate our calculation 
(the proof of these identities will be stated later on): 
(9) 
and also, 
(for the latter a - 1 > b), (10,lO’) 
(nb”)=~(-l)ajbrai(a+~-*)=~(-l)b+.(~+~~(”~a), 
cX=O a=0 
(11.11’) 
(b ” .) = 2 (-I)fl+a (” ; “) (r) = 2 (” ; “) (” - lJ ; l + “) 
a=0 a=4 
(for the latter a - 1 > b). (15,15’) 
There are many other addition theorems, but the relations (lo), (lO’), me., 
(15’) are the special ones chosen out of them; that is, in a summation term 
parameter 71, which is a increment or a decrement of the number, is separated 
in one binomial coefficient and appears individually. These relations are used, 
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for example, in the following way. Consider the summation which will be 
taken up later: 
where (15) is used for the second factor of the left hand side regarding 71 as 01, 
then on the right hand side 
so that (16’) becomes, by exchanging the order of the summation, 
(17) 
(16”) 
It must be noted that in this expression the number of binomial coefficients 
involving 01 becomes two due to (17). Now we can sum over (Y by (10) and 
finally 
(16’) = $ (-1)” (;) i” ;T ; “) i” 1’). 
8=0 
(16) 
Thus the type of the summation is transformed. To obtain (16”) from 
(16’) by (17) is a substantial part of this transformation and we have many 
other similar ways. These are exhibited in Appendix II. In this case, the 
relations (lo), .*., (15’) are utilized by applying an cll-involving part to n; 
then we can decrease the number of a-involving factors by one in the sum- 
mation and the sum over 01 can be performed in closed form. 
Now we will prove the relations (IO), ..‘, (15’). As usual (10) is obtained 
by comparing a coefficient of xb of the binomial expansion for (x + I)a+n 
with that of (X + l)“(r + 1)“. Similarly (II), (12), and (10’) are derived 
from the generating functions (X + I>“-“, (X + l)a-n and (X + 1)“-“, 
respectively. These facts suggest that if we define a binomial coefficient for 
negative number --n: 
--n’ 
i ) 
E -n(-n - 1) “. (-n - 01+ 1) 
a I a. 
= (-I)” i” + “, - ‘), 
(ll), (KY), and (10’) can be formally obtained from (10) by exchanging the 
sign of n or a. Subsequently, when we again exchange the sign of a and n 
in (IO’) we get (11’) and (12), respectively. Formulas (13) and (14) are 
obtained from (12) by exchanging the parameters a + a + n, b -+ 6 + n 
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and a -+ a f )I, 2, -+ II - b, respectively. Similarly, (13’) is derived from 
(10’) by n-+a -b + I, b - (I ~ b - II and tz + b- 1. Furthermore, 
rewriting a - 6 as b in (13) and (13’), since 
we find (15) and (15’), respectively. Finally (14’) is given by an interchange 
of n and b in (1.5). Incidentally (15) can also be obtained from successive 
substitutions of the relation: 
(6” 1) =I i”T ‘1 - (; 1 
and (13’) is again derived from (15) by b --f n and n + - b. 
III. IDENTICAL TRANSFORMATIONS OF C-G COEFFICIENTS 
For the general discussion we denote the parameters by a, 6, ... and the 
summation indices by 01, p, .... First we consider an identical transformation 
of the following summation: 
(1) 
which appears in the C-G coefficient (1). A s an upper limit of the summation 
we may use c or e instead of a and hereafter we will omit the upper and lower 
limits as long as a sum is over all possible values of (Y and as long as there 
arises no confusion. 
Expression (I) can be written in other forms by resetting the summation 
index 01 as follows: 
(Ij = (-l)“z c-1)” if) (, ” ,) (b + e” c _ ,‘, (by a+e - a) (Id 
=(-l)b-.e(l)a(~ii,+e~c-~i(u+b~c-~ (13) 
=(-l~~;-l)ui~)iu+b~c-~)(u+~~e-~ (14) 
=c-l)~-ea~(-l)u(~iin+d~e-~(c+d~e-~ (15) 
=C-l~~X~-~~~(“.i(,,,“,,)i,“3- (18) 
a 
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These six expressions have the type of 
~(-l)a(~)(C”.)(,“.) (whereB>CandD>E) 
x 
which we will call type I. Then, in view of the fact that (I) can be written in 
another form (16), the other five expressions can also be transformed similarly 
and we have 
(1) = z: C-1)” (Z) (; ; ; T ;) (” 1 a) 
=(~l,cxc-l)~(~j~~~~_:j1”“9 
= (++a (-I)” ( ;) (” +; - *) (,“,‘,I ,j 
= (-1~ B;-I, (Zj (” + ,” - “j (, 4,‘b” ,) 
= (-l,d-ca~w~q~) (;‘,tzzj (,“,+y,, 
=c-l~c~~-l~~!“)(~~~~:)(c~~~e). 
a 
The type of expression 
z(-l)=(~)(“;*j(“,‘“) (whereB,C+E>A) 
cc 
will be called type II. 
Now, consider (II,) and substitute the following relation: 
(-1)” (6) tc ;+dr ,) = (--l)c-~c,(-l)~(c + y e + “) a! B 
) 
(111) 
(II,) 
(113) 
(II,) 
(115) 
(II,) 
(11) 
which is given by (‘4,J in Appendix II. Then the sum over 01 can be carried 
out: 
-e+P+r a+b+e--c--8-Y =2x’” y I( Y e-P-r 1 
( a+b+d+l = e-8 1 (by (7)h 
b=e--c-/3+4 
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and the following (III,) is derived. Thus, we arive at the new type III: 
(where -4 > B, D; D d B - C and B > D - E). (111) 
Now, if we consider that (III,) corresponds to (I) n-e derive other expressions 
from (I,), ..‘, (I,) as follows: 
,,,=C(-‘,,~(“‘6~“+1)(~~5_~T:J(~~5~L9) 
Lx 
a+6+d+l a+b+e--c--a 
=wc;(1H o1 )( 
5( a+b-c 
1 
b+e--a 
xt c 1 
= (--l)b-cc) (-1)” ( 
a+b+d+l a+b+d-c--a 
o1 ) (, 
a u+d-e ‘) 
X 
a+b+e-c-a 
( e ) 
=(-l)“%-I)“( 
a+b+d+l a+b+d-e---n 
cz 
a ii c+d-e ) 
X ( 
a+b+d-c-a 
b+e-c ) 
= (-lY-“c;(-l)” ( 
u+b+d+l xz+c+d-e-m 
oL ) ( c ) 
a 
X (u’~;;~;-) 
=(-l)“~(-l)“(a+b~d+l)(c+::--) 
0: 
x (a+Ca’,“d-:-). 
(III,) 
(III,) 
(III,) 
(III‘J 
(III,) 
(I%) 
We have presented here three kinds of summation, but we also have the 
ways of transforming the summations as exhausted in Appendix II. Never- 
theless, we can verify that the possible types of summation derived from these 
ways are only three which we have already given. In Section V we will obtain 
other types of summation by a different transformation method. 
This results in 18 equivalent expressions of the summation in all. In each 
type any five expressions can be formally obtained from the remaining one 
by the parameter exchanges and these are shown in the left half of Table I. 
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Furthermore we may interchange the parameters b with n and r with e 
sitnultaneously in those 18 espressions and these parameter eschanges are 
shown in the right half of Table I. but the espressions obtained in this way are 
identical to the originals (even if they become the sum of inverse order). 
Six expressions of type I are already in such a relation and only one of them 
is independent. Consequently we have found 13 different expressions of 
summation. Therefore once we have one expression of the C-G coetlicient 
we can write down other 12 expressions of them by exchanging only the 
summation term. Then, a question arose as to how to find the independent 
expressions of a C-G coefficient from which we derive the above-mentioned 
12. How many independent expressions are there and by what means can 
we find those? This question is considered in the next section. 
Since the parameter exchanges shown in Table I form a group, we can 
say that the expressions obtained by these parameter exchanges exhaust 
the possible ones for given type of the summation and this assertion is also 
implied by the consideration in the next section. 
IV. REGGE'S SYMMETRY RELATIONS 
As stated in the preceding section, we have obtained 13 different expres- 
sions of a C-G coefficient by substituting 
a = it +j, -j, b =jt --ii! +j, c=jt-ml 
d = -A +j2 + j3 I 
(18) 
e = j, f m2. 
On the other hand, Regge [7] has found 72 symmetry relations leaving the 
expression1 
(- l)W2+%(2ja + 1)-1/a. (C-G coefficient) (19) 
invariant apart from a sign multiplied in the case of odd permutation. Since 
these symmetry relations, are substantially equivalent to the parameter ex- 
change, the 72 expressions obtained by the symmetry relations have a sum- 
mation part of the same type but a different expression for the square-root 
factor, at least in appearance. To write down the 72 expressions we may 
start from any one of 13 expressions. 
r This expression is the so-called Wigner’s 3-j symbol. But the symmetry 
relations to this 3-j symbol can be easily rewritten to those of a C-G coefficient, 
for instance, multiplying every expression by (2ja + 1) r/r. Hereafter “the 72 expressions 
(obtained by Regge’s symmetry relations)” means such rewritten ones. To obtain 
these 72 expressions actually, see the section 1 of [13]. 
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With our theory, once we have a certain expression of the C-G coefficient 
whose summation part will be written in type I, II, or III, we can write 11 
other expressions by applying the parameter exchanges to the summation 
part only, as has been shown in Table I. But we must remember that those 
12 expressions are not all different and have the same square-root factor and 
the same summation type. 
From these facts it is implied that the 72 expressions obtained by Regge’s 
symmetry relations can be divided into six groups and 12 elements in each 
group have a summation part which is mutually transformable by the para- 
meter exchanges of Table I, and that though their square-root factors 
appear to have a different expression, they have the same value. In other 
words, if the 72 expressions are rewritten as a, b, ‘.., e using a substitution 
such as (18), these can be classified into six groups with respect to the para- 
meter exchanges of Table I and in each group the square-root part of 
12 expressions can be reduced to a unified, adequate one. Indeed we can 
verify this. Accordingly, in no matter which type a summation part is written, 
there are always six starting expressions from which we can derive others 
having a rewritten summation part by the parameter exchange. As we have 
already stated, for the summation of type I there exists only one different 
expression and for types II and III there exist six different ones, respectively. 
Thus we obtain (1 + 6 + 6) . 6 = 78 different expressions of the C-G 
coefficient. These will be exhibited in the last section. 
V. FRACTIONAL EXPRESSIONS OF A SUMMATION PART 
Now we will consider the following identity for further transformation 
of (I) (for the derivation of this identity see Appendix I): 
lz C-1)” (1)tc ”,) (, ” .,/(” +d :b + ‘) (” ;; ;“y “) cl 
= a+b+d+l cI .+b+d-e+l,,-l)a(~)(,“.)/(:,‘~~&f). 
BY placing a = jz + m2, b = jr - jz + j,, c = jr - m,, d = je - m2 and 
e = j, + jz - j3, we have 
( 
a+d+b+l afbfd-e = jl+jz+j3+1 
e H cfd-e 1 ( A +A --is 
and the right side is just the same as a part of the square-root factor in (1). 
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Thus we get a new expression of a C-G coefficient: 
Next there arises the problem of finding the various fractional expressions 
of a summation part. Here we prepare a standard expression and perform 
an identical transformation as done in Section III: 
(where e > a, c and d + c > b + e) (IV,) 
= (--~y+$~(--l)~+~ (; _+ !j (“; ‘j (c” ,)I(,” aj (by (14’)) 
a=0 B=O 
= (--1)8-"2 2 (-1)"8 (" j ") (:: I : I ;, (a - ," + .)I(, : /gj 
0 a 
(by (6)) 
= (-l)c+c-Q 
q t--l)' (" ; ") (; 'r_ ; 1 ; I ;j/(, - t _ 8). (by ('I) 
(IV*) 
From a formal point of view, this relation means that the exchanges of the 
parameter a-+e-a, b+c+d-b-e, c-td-a-b, d-d and 
e + d - a, and multiplication with (-l)~++a yield a new expression of 
the same type. If we apply this parameter exchange to (IV,), we obtain 
(-l)b-“z t-l)” (“; ‘) (, + ; I”, _ .)I(, + d d e _ ,)’ (Iv,) 
OL 
but if we again apply this to (IV,) the result returns to (IV,). From the equality 
(IV,) = (IV,) = (IV,) we have three parameter exchanges and we can 
make sure that these form a group. Furthermore, we can transform these 
three expressions by changing a summation index, for example, OL + a - (Y 
or c - (Y in (IV,). Consequently we get 3 x 2 X 2 = 12 expressions of 
type IV, though only three of these are different expressions. 
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Subsequently, we observe another transformation: 
where for the last relation we have used the formula (A,) in Appendix I. 
This gives the fifth type of a summation part, and applying a similar trans- 
formation to the 12 expressions of type IV we have now 12 different ones of 
type V. These are 
(Vl) 
X ( 
cfd-b--e+a 
)I( 
US-d--e+1+or 
d-a-b , d---e+1 1 (VA 
( 
e-c+fx e+l+ol 
’ d---a-b )I( ) e--a+l. (VA 
X ( c+d-b-e+or )I( a+d--e+l+ol C a+1 ) PJJ 
= (-1)’ d+l z(-IP(;) c+d--h-e+1 bl 
,” (” ; “,/t~c d, “z ‘f ; ,) 07 
= (_ 1)&d-c-c .“:‘i l~(-l)~(“+dd,b-e) 
a 
( 
e-a+cu b+e-c+l+a 
’ d-a-b )I( i e-c+1 w 
= (-l)c+e--a d+l c; (-1)” (” ; “) c+d--b-e+1 a 
( 
d-efar 
’ d-a-b 
r+d-e+l+a 
)I( c+d--b--e+1 1 (VU) 
=f$-!!(-~)a(c+d~Q-e) 
a 
Thus we find two kinds of the fractional expressions (type IV and V) 
for the summation part of a C-G coefhcient, and we can say that in each type 
the 12 expressions can be obtained from (IV,) and (V,) by the parameter 
exchanges shown in Table II, respectively. 
Finally, utilizing the Regge’s symmetry relations we can also have six groups 
of the expressions of a C-G coefficient and each group is made up of 12 
elements having a common square-root factor. On taking into account the 
number of the different expressions in each summation type, we have 
(3 + 12) * 6 = 90 different expressions. To summarize Sections IV and V, 
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we have obtained 78 + 90 = 168 different expressions of a C-G coefficient.2 
These are given in the next section. 
VI. 168 EXPRESSIONS OF THE C-G COEFFICIENTS 
The C-G coefficients are usually expressed by the physical quantities j, 
andm,(i= 1,2,3) as mentioned in Section I. While, according to Regge [7] 
we have another nine parameters to describe these, although these nine are 
not all independent: 
al = --A +j2 t-j3 a2 =A -j2 +j3 a3 =A +j2 -is 
b, = j, - ml b2 = j, - me b3 = j, + m3 (21) 
cl =il+ml c2 = i2 + m2 c3 = j’3 - m3. 
Notice the relations a, + us = b, + c, = J - a, etc. where / = ji + ja + js. 
These parameters are convenient for expressing the C-G coefficients and 
their symmetry relations. For actual calculation, however, it seems more 
suitable to use the following parameters as were introduced in refs. 6 and 13: 
A = 2j, B = 2j2 P = jl + j2 - m3 s = j, + j2 - j3 i = jz _ m2. 
(22) 
If we assume A >, B, it is obvious that A + B > P > 0, B > s > 0 and 
B > i >, 0. The summation with respect to j, or m2 in fixed nas, as we often 
encounter, corresponds to that of s or i. 
To obtain the 168 expressions of the C-G coefficients it is sufficient 
to give the 12 basic expressions from which the other 156 are derived by 
exchanging only the summation part. To find the 12 expressions we must 
write down explicitly Regge’s 72 parameter exchanges. In this case parameters 
(22) are convenient to use, since in some cases we must find a simple expression 
2 Of course. there are many possible ways of expressing the C-G coefficient, for 
instance, 
jl+ml f,m,)(ial 
+ j2 - j, - OL 
+ j2 -ia 
a 1. 
But here we are considering the simple expressions whose summation part is a product 
of three factors of the binomial coefficient. 
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of the square-root factor by making use of (2), (3), .*., (6). But we write these 
results using parameters (21) because of the simple description as follows: 
pyl) $“;“)/(‘;31) (yC1) (y’2) (yCa)/‘iP 
x 2 (-l)” i“,” j ib, “” ,j it, “’ .j CI 
x 2 (-U” i 2 1 ia, “” Ma3 + i3 - ,) II 
4 + c3 + 1 ) 'a3 + b3 b, + c3 a3 + c3 .I+ 1 
J+l I( c2 H as H cs H us )I(““;b3Ks;C3~11’2 
G(--l)“s+a(.3 (b2C3a)l(b2+~-J a 
Note that in the first six expressions the summation parts are of type I and 
those of the last six of type IV. 
Further expressions can be obtained from the above by changing the 
summation part only as follows: 
For the first six expressions we identify their summation parts with (I), 
then the other 12 summations (I&), ..‘, (II,), (III,), ..., (III,) are found. 
We may substitute these summations instead of the original one in every 
expression. For the remaining six we identify each summation part with 
(IV,) and we write down the other 14 expressions (IV,), (IV,), (Vi), ..., (Vi,). 
These summations can be replaced instead of the original one. 
In practice we may choose a suitable expression from these. As an example, 
we can prove directly the orthonormal relation: 
x Chj2j3; m3 - m2, m2, m3) * Wli2G’; m3 - m2, m2, m3) =sjsj,, (23) ml 
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or from (22), regarding A, B, P as fixed parameters and i, s as varying ones, 
we denote (23) in the form 
2 W, & P>s, - C(A, B, P)r, = S,,. 
i=O 
(24) 
In this case, the following expressions for the C-G coefficient are expedient: 
C(A,B,P),,=(-l)“+“1(~)($)/(A’BBs’1)(A+pBB2s) 
x (p”3 (f )t”‘p-w( f, (“,*j (“;“f”)> 
These are derived from the second and third expressions in the above 12, 
respectively. The sum over i can be easily carried out by fixing LX and p, i.e., 
g--I)’ ( f j (” ; “j = (“; “j T t-1)” ( ;!; “j 
= (-I)“-’ S,J+,. 
Hence after the sum over 01 has been performed, the sum over /3 becomes 
~ (-1)a (~ j (” +~~~ - “) (” + 88 y + ‘) (” + ~~‘- 8). 
(25) 
Here we may generally suppose that s > Y, and from the first factor in (25) 
we get /3 > s; meanwhile the last factor requires Y > j3. So that (25) vanishes 
unless Y = s and in this case the only (s + 1)th term has the nonvanishing 
value: 
A+B-22s AfB-s+l 
w p-s I( s 1. 
Putting Y = s in the square-root factor we find the result (24). 
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APPENDIX I. DERIVATION OF SOME FORMULAS 
The relation used in the beginning of Section 1. can be derived as follows 
(renewing the parameters): 
= (% 1:) 3 (--1),x (1) (,A J (” ; “j/(, !; : ,j (by (4)) 
=~W’f) (,“,j (“,*) (“-z+“j/(‘,“j (b(4)) 
= 2 (-1)” (, ” ,, (” - ;+ “) (; 1,“) 
a 
CJY (5)) 
or writing in type I, 
= 2 W(\ CL c+d;b-ej(cbd)(:L,C) 
(where d > e > a, c d+c>b+e). 
When we replace the parameters we obtain the relation in the text. 
Now the C-G coefficients may be expressed by the binomial coefficients. 
If we introduce a suitable expression for their orthogonality relations, we 
have some useful formulas of the binomial coefficients. For example, from a 
special relation 
3 C(A, B, P& = 1, 
i=O 
where assuming A > B (otherwise s cannot take the value B) 
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we obtain a formula which has been used in this paper: 
= (A + l)/(A - B + 1) (f I ;, A b P 3 B, (Al) 
or 
= (-4 + l)l(P + 1) (” p+B If ‘) 
= (A + 1)&A - B - P + 1) (A “; “;: 1) A - B 2 P. @z) 
In this article we have found many identical expressions for a summation. 
Giving the special values or relations to some parameters, we also get many 
remarkable formulas of binomial coefficients. These will be given in another 
article. 
APPENDIX II. DETAIL OF THE TRANSFORMATIONS 
For the derivations of (I&), (III,), and (IV,) we have used some special 
identities. Using the formulas (lo), (lo’), .a-, (15’) in the text we can exhaust 
these identities; for instance: 
418 SHIMPCJKU 
= b-ct(c+a) ( a K”, 
(-l)C-bZ(-l)ij(Cjjb) (“;“I (;I;;3 c>6 (Ad 
P = 
C( 
b--c+p-I 
J( 
aye--6-p 
B rs d H 
aft-b-d-/3 c<b 
c-d+ci J 
(ASI) 
=( 
a 
I( 
c+a 
a+c-b-d-(c-d+a) c-d+ol J 
= (-l)c--d+az (--‘)’ (” ; ‘) (a + ,“- ;- d) (; ‘t ;); B (AtI) 
bfd-c-(b-c-a) 
1 
b+dfc-,,r, 
)(b+d-c-e c+j?’ 
= b+d-e-(d-e+a) 
( 
d+ol 
c H d--e-l-a ) 
6%) 
&J 
Similarly we have: six identities for (” ; ‘) (” d “), and four identities for 
(b T J (& E J. Other cases such as (” T “) (” ;I “) are equivalent to 
some one of the above in regard to the sum over cu; hence for the sake of the 
transformation it is sufficient to consider the above four cases. Utilising all 
of these identities we can make sure that only three types I, II and III are 
possible. 
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